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Mars in the Beehive | 23rd & 24th 

Planetary conjunctions (or groupings of planets) 

are a favourite for astronomers everywhere, but 

there are other types that excite astronomers just 

as much. This month we are lucky to witness one!  

Mars will be transiting an open cluster of stars 

known as the Beehive Cluster. Visible through  

telescopes and binoculars alike, Mars will appear 

as a bright red object surrounded by a stunning 

field of stars. 

When to look: 23rd and 24th of June, just after 

sunset 

Which direction to look: North-western to  

western sky 

Something interesting 

Open clusters like the Beehive Cluster are  

collections of very young stars, only a few hundred 

million years old at a maximum. These clusters are 

fascinating for astronomers because despite all of 

the stars being approximately the same age,  

different stars are in different stages of their lives. 

Bigger stars burn their fuel faster and are closer to 

the end of the lives than their smaller, slower 

burning counterparts. 
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Advertising Costs (inc GST) 

 
Full Page           $35.00 
1/2 Page  $20.00 
1/4 Page  $14.00 
1/8 Page  $8.00 

 

 
All additions/changes to be in by  

12 noon the Monday prior to printing.  

DISCLAIMER 
1) No liability shall be incurred by the Gate Post by reason of any amendments to, or error or inaccuracy in or the partial or total omission of an advertisement or by reason of 

delay or default or from any other cause whatsoever. If in the opinion of the Gate Post the error  clearly reduces the value of the advertisement and the advertiser notifies it to 
the Gate Post within seven days of the publication date, then one correction will be made without charge. 

2) While the editors normally aim to publish all materials submitted. The Gate Post reserves the right to refuse to publish or  
republish any contribution or advertisement without giving any reason. 

3) No articles, letters or advertisements will be accepted which appear to be defamatory or accusatory, or to favour one side in a legal dispute. 
4) The Gate Post reserves the right to shorten or otherwise amend any contribution other than advertisements. 
5) The opinions, views & beliefs expressed in articles & other submissions to The Gate Post do not necessarily reflect the opinions, views & beliefs of CRC staff or committee. 

 

 

Thank you for your contributions towards this weeks Gatepost. Please send in your local news, photos 
and announcements to newdegatecrc@westnet.com.au or phone 9871 1791 by 

Monday 28th June @ 12 Noon 
Inclusion cannot be guaranteed after this time. 
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Newdegate CRC Opening Hours 

Monday - Thursday 
8:30am - 12:00pm 
1:00pm - 4:30pm 

 
Friday 

9am - 2:00pm 
 

Saturday & Sunday 
CLOSED 

NEXT EDITION 
Tuesday  

29th June 2021 

 
Room Hire Prices 

Small Room 
$20per hour  |  $50per day 

 
Library 

$30per hour  |  $60half day  |  $100full day 

Printing, Scanning, Desktop Publishing, Binding, Laminating, Label Making, Faxing, 
Emailing, Stationary Supplies, IT Support, Exam Supervision, Local Information,  
Pop-Up Shops, Video Conferencing, Library, Centrelink Access Point, Medicare, 
MyGov, Room Hire, Equipment Hire, Workshops, Activities, Events 
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 Tip Opening Times 
 

Wednesday 9am - 1pm 
Saturday 9am - 1pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visiting on Wednesdays 

Quality Seafood delivered  

to your door 

NEWDEGATE OCCASIONAL DAYCARE 

Professionally staffed, licensed centre  
providing your children with quality care  

and a safe stimulating curriculum  
based on the new National Quality Framework! 

 

THURSDAY 9:00AM TO 3:00PM 
 

CATERING FOR 0-6 YEAR OLDS 
 

Please contact the coordinator Katie Sherwood on 
0427 271 454 
For Bookings 

Managed by Gnowangerup Family Support Association. 
Bringing licensed, cost effective child care to small towns 

in the Great Southern since 1988. 

FARMERS  

If you would like double loads of sheep 
and lambs carted to Katanning trade sale 

or WAMMCO 

Ring Geoff Galloway 

0428712508 

NOTICE BOARD 

WEST COAST SEAFOOD VAN 
AT NUTRIEN 

 

Next visit 14th July 2021 
3pm - 4pm 

 

Phone PHILIP on 9821 1141 or   
Mobile 0427 241 204 

The Gate Post is now available ONLINE 

for $1 per edition.  

To sign up or switch your subscription 

email newdegatecrc@westnet.com.au or 

call (08) 9871 1791 
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NOTICE BOARD 

WEATHER FORECAST 

Day 
Max 

Temp 

Min 

Temp 

Possible 

rainfall 

Chance of 

Rainfall 

Wed 16th 

June 
16°C  6°C  0mm 10% 

Thu 17th 

June 
15°C  6°C  0mm 5% 

Fri 18th 

June 
16°C  5°C  0mm 0% 

Sat 19th 

June 
16°C  4°C  0mm 10% 

Sun 20th 

June 
15°C  7°C  2-5mm 80% 

Sun 21st 

June 
11°C  3°C  0-5mm 50% 

Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology.  

As of Tuesday 15th June  2021 

 

     

      Would like to thank their 2021 Sponsors  

 

Newdegate Grocer 

and Café  

Ken Boyes & 

Heather Edinger  

Helbru Haulage  

 

Bruce & Helen Scott  

Keetlan Valley 

Darren & Rochelle 

Hams  

Newdegate  

Spreading 

 

David & Trish Tonkin 

Skin Within  

Bridget Cuff 

Thermomix  

 

Di Poultney  

Newdegate  

Machinery Field Day 

The Robin’s Nest 

Robyn Orr 

AFGRI  

Lake Grace  

Craythorne Ledger 

 Accountants  

Danny Poultney 
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NOTICE BOARD 

Available to borrow from the Newdegate Library  

Phyllis Dunham’s memories “ Up Home Down Home “ from 

Kojonup to Lake Grace.  

Phyllis Dunham has written her life story with help from 

daughter Anne Bishop.  

“ Mum has a great memory for detail and she tells a good 

story. The text is written as spoken and captures  

terminology from that time “ Anne Bishop. 

 

“Spaces between” by Catlyne Hos . Now retired Catlyne 

enjoys incorporating the native landscapes of WA into 

her fiction. The story opens at the height of the 1900’s 

mining boom. It’s a story about personal growth in the 

Australian bush. Ms Hos visited Newdegate on Tuesday 

8th June and spoke to the children at the Primary School. 

What’s on at the library... 

On Tuesday the 8th of June the Newdegate CRC 

organised Catlyne Hos to chat to the both book 

clubs about her writing process.  

Catlyne promoted her book Spaces Between while 

explaining her writing process and what  

encouraged/ inspired the book.  

She brought along a friend from her creative 

writing group in Albany who gave the reading of 

the book and it gave a little insight of what the 

book was about and how it was written. Spaces  

Between is set in WA and some pivotal points are 

set in our neighbouring town Hyden. 

Thank you to everyone who joined in on the night. 

It was great to have a great turn out from both 

book clubs. 

 

Catlyne Hos at the CRC 
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FYFE TRANSPORT 

NEWDEGATE 
 

FOR YOUR TRANSPORT REQUIREMENTS 

 

 

• LIVESTOCK 

• FERTILIZER  

(Bulk or Liquid) 

• LIME-GYPSUM 

• BLUE METAL 

 

  

PHONE   

  - AARON      0417991684 

   DAVID  9865 1129 

Whodegate? 
Nicole Llyod 

Current Occupation?  
Farming with my husband for now. 
 
How would your friends describe you?  
Easy going and practical 
 
Where do you see yourself in five years?  
In  Reinscourt, Busselton. 
 
Do you have a talent?  
Dressmaking. 
 
Do you have a dream job?  
Working in a clothes shop 
 
Do you have any hobbies? 
Dressmaking, Reading, Exercising to keep fit and 
Travelling this beautiful country in our caravan. 
 
What was your first job?  
Working in the pub in Lake Grace. 
 
Do you have any pets?  
A gorgeous Kelpie called Sophie girl 
 
Do you have a favourite book or author?  
Fiona Palmer, Di Morrissey,  Fluer McDonald  and the list goes on. 
 
Who is your idol?  
My husband Timothy. 
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NOTICE BOARD 

Well Done to the Ongerup Team in the Great Sothern Colts Carnival  

Great commitment shown by all for the whole weekend  

Well done to the Newdegate boys selected for the regional districts Squad 

Matt Dykes—Kiah Sier aka Chop 
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McGowan Government delivering important community  
projects in the Wheatbelt 

• Gingin's Gravity Discovery Centre and  
Observatory receiving $300,000 to support its 
activities 

• $50,000 towards upgrades at Granville Park 
Weir to improve amenities 

• Bindoon Entertainment Arts & Theatre  
receiving $40,000 to improve delivery of local 
arts and culture activities at the Bindoon Hall 

• Premier Mark McGowan visited the  
Wheatbelt towns of Bindoon, Gingin and New 
Norcia today to inspect a number of  
community facilities receiving important 
State Government upgrades and funding  
assistance. 

  
Earlier this year, the McGowan Government  
committed $300,000 to support Gingin's Gravity 
Discovery Centre and Observatory to expand its 
work providing science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics (STEM) educational opportunities 
for Western Australian students. 
  
The Premier joined a number of school students 
today to see firsthand how the centre provides  
inspiring, interactive educational opportunities for 
young Western Australians. 
  
The centre is receiving $100,000 per annum over 
the next three years to expand its education and 
school holiday programs, better promote the  
facility, and develop materials and displays linking 
STEM education to training and jobs. 
  
Located 70 kilometres from Perth, the centre is a 
not-for-profit interactive science education,  
astronomy, Aboriginal culture and tourist centre. 
  
It includes a public observatory, cosmology dome, 
heritage and biodiversity works, and the  
45-metre-high 'Leaning Tower of Gingin'. 
  
Gingin's Granville Park is also receiving a $50,000 
contribution to assist with upgrades to its weir and 
build new amenities, including a new gazebo for 
weddings and other events. 
  
This contribution will assist the Shire of Gingin and 
local community group Progress Gingin with 
planned improvements to Granville Park. 
  

The McGowan Government is committing a further 
$40,000 to improve the Bindoon Hall and support 
the activities of the Bindoon Entertainment Arts & 
Theatre, which manages the facility. 
  
This funding will provide a contribution towards 
improving lighting and sound quality at the hall. 
  
Bindoon Entertainment Arts & Theatre runs various 
local arts events throughout the year, including 
monthly 'open mic' nights. 
  
This contribution will assist the facility to install 
these upgrades, improving its capacity to deliver 
events and supporting the local arts community. 
  
For both the Granville Park and Bindoon Hall  
commitments, the State Government will continue 
to work with local government and community 
groups to finalise the scope and delivery of the  
projects. 
  
Comments attributed to Premier Mark McGowan: 
  
"The Wheatbelt is a wonderful and unique part of 
Western Australia - and these community projects 
will provide important local improvements to make 
these towns even better places to live, work and 
visit. 
  
"The Gravity Discovery Centre and Observatory is a 
brilliant asset for promoting the benefits of science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics to young 
Western Australians - providing interactive,  
inspiring opportunities to learn about astronomy 
and related disciplines. 
  
"Our funding commitment will boost the centre's 
capacity to provide education and school holiday 
programs, delivering benefits for young Western 
Australians in the Wheatbelt and beyond. 
  
"Granville Park is a key focal point for the Gingin 
community. Our contribution will help provide  
improved amenities - including a new gazebo to 
support local events like weddings. 
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"The Bindoon Hall supports a range of local arts and 
culture initiatives. The funding we are committing 
will help the facility improve its lighting and sound 
systems - ensuring the facility can continue to  
provide an important outlet for local creatives and 
the wider community." 
 
Comments attributed to Agricultural Region MLC 
Sandra Carr: 
  
"The towns of Gingin and Bindoon have great and 
welcoming community spirit which means Granville 
Park, Bindoon Hall and the Gravity Discovery Centre 
and Observatory are very well utilised by the local 
community and visitors. 

"The McGowan Government has provided this 
funding support to improve these excellent local 
facilities to ensure they can continue to deliver the 
great outcomes they are known for. 
  
"We will work with our local stakeholders to finalise 
the delivery of the Bindoon Hall and Granville Park 
projects. We also look forward to seeing the  
Observatory's exciting new plans come to fruition. 
  
"I'm proud to be a member of the McGowan  
Government - we're getting things done for the  
Agricultural Region." 

McGowan Government delivering important community  
projects in the Wheatbelt 

 
 
 
 
The Gate Collective is now  stocking the beautiful  
Female founded and Australian owned, JOURNEY 
OF SOMETHING puzzles which is dedicated to 
artful ways to help you  find mindfulness and joy—
way past the final piece.  
Each of their eye-catching puzzles are designed to 
relax your mind, beautify your space and highlight 
the works of emerging and established artists from 
around the world.  

x 
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Puzzles have a variety of benefits which promotes 
healthy brain function, reduce stress and practice 
mindfulness. 
 
Mental exercise 
Doing puzzles can be considered a complete brain 
exercise since it exercises both the right and left 
sides of the brain. The right side is in charge of  
creativity, emotions and intuitive thinking; and the 
left side is the logical, objective and methodical 
side. 
When you do a puzzle both sides must  
communicate and work together, increasing  
cognitive function. The occipital lobe is also  
activated which is  the area where the brain  
connects colours and shapes. Exercising the 
mind helps prevent cognitive decline. 
 
Greater Attention to Detail 
When solving a puzzle, especially if the pieces are 
very similar, it is crucial to pay attention to details. 
You need to train your eyes to find the small  
differences in colours or shapes that will help you 
complete the image. The ability to capture small 
details can help us in all aspects of our lives,  
especially at work. When we are more detailed and 
precise, the quality of our work improves. 
 
Improve memory 
When picking up a piece, you have to search among 
the others for a colour or shape that you have in 
mind and visualize the image on a large scale to see 
which pieces go together. 
When you exercise the part of the brain in charge 
of storing this information it helps to maintain and 
improve short-term memory. 
 
Improve problem solving ability 
To solve the puzzles you take different approaches 
to try to solve a problem, since it is a trial and error 
test. You also learn the value of formulating  
theories, testing hypotheses, and changing your 
perspectives when something doesn't go as 
planned. 
These skills can be transferred to work, making you 
more innovating in problem solving, more critical 
thinking, and better adaptive skills. 
 
Increased productivity 
When you are happier and less stressed, it is easier 
to focus. When your concentration improves, 

your productivity skyrockets. If you're having  
trouble staying focused on your studies or work, 
consider taking a short break to do a puzzle 
and reset your brain. Many offices are beginning to 
include puzzles and similar games in their resting 
areas. These games help employees disconnect 
from work for a few minutes and come back  
refreshed and ready to start again. 
 
Better collaboration and teamwork 
Another reason to incorporate puzzles into your 
workplace is that they help build collaboration  
between co-workers. 
 
Better mood 
Solving puzzles has a great benefit, it increases 
brain production of dopamine. This  
neurotransmitter is responsible for regulating 
mood and optimism. It also affects learning, 
memory, concentration, and motivation. Dopamine 
is released every time we do a puzzle and 
even every time we put a piece in the right place. 
This encourages us to continue to do so and  
challenge ourselves. 
 
Decrease stress level 
In addition to challenging us, it also helps us relax. 
Our brains go from "Beta" or awake, to a state of 
"Alpha" when you are assembling puzzles. The  
Alpha state is similar to the state we are in when 
we are dreaming. 
This shift in consciousness comes with many  
benefits, including; Ability to make deeper  
connections, Improve our mood, Increase our  
self-confidence, Relieves stress, Even lower 
your blood pressure and heart rate. 

 

 
 

 
 

Domestic  |  Commercial  |  Air-conditioning 
 

Douglas Pauley 
0428 110 022 

2030 Pingaring-Varley Road, Pingaring 6357 

Electrical Contractors 

EC10222 PAULEY 

&CO 

Health benefits of puzzles  
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Grace’s Gardening Tips 
Dragon Fruit… 

Dragon fruit is a white-fleshed fruit with tiny black seeds and vibrant pink skin. Each fruit weighs  

between 150-600g and is commonly used in fruit salads, smoothies and salads. It has little flavour and 

its texture closely resembles that of kiwi fruit. To prepare all you need to do is to cut the fruit in half 

and then scoop out the flesh. 

Climate & Aspect: As mentioned above, dragon fruit is native to South America, but you’ll also found it 

grown in parts of Indonesia, Taiwan, Southern California and most recently Australia. Dragon fruit 

grows on cactus plants which love warm, humid climates and needs very little water. They are  

subtropical plants which need at least six hours of sunlight per day. They will also grow well in a warm 

and sunny spot indoors.  

How to grow dragon fruit from seed: To grow dragon fruit from seeds you need very little equipment but a lot 

of time. Grab an organic dragon fruit from your local supermarket and scoop out the seeds. Wash the seeds and 

dry them overnight before planting them in a seed-starting tray with moist soil. The seeds should germinate 

within two weeks. Water seedlings sparingly and check that the soil has completely dried out before watering 

again. 

Don't expect to have a healthy harvest of dragon fruit right away - it can take anywhere from five to  

seven years for a plant grown from seed to mature and produce fruit. This is why many dragon fruit 

growers like to grow dragon fruit from a cutting (which will take just one to three years to fruit). 

How to plant dragon fruit cuttings: Propagating a dragon fruit tree from a cutting is relatively easy, all you 

need to do is find a friend with a tree and you’re good to go. Snip off a 30cm section of a dragon fruit tree 

and leave it to dry out for 5-6 days or until the cut end turns white. Once it has dried out simply place cut 

side down into sandy cacti soil and water monthly. Your plant will send out roots and make itself at home 

within a month and then continue to grow. Easy peasy! You’ll need to wait between one and three years 

for fruit using this method. 

Growing dragon fruit in pots: Growing dragon fruit in pots is a great idea, especially for those who live in cooler 

parts of Australia, as you can move your plant to a warmer position whenever necessary. In the right conditions, 

dragon fruit plants can grow quite tall and will put down aerial roots. When choosing a pot, look for one that is 

about 250mm deep and 600mm wide. Fill it with good quality cacti potting soil that is a bit sandy and slightly 

acidic. Dragon fruit plants are climbers so support them with a stake, trellis or something else to climb on.  

Growing dragon fruit outdoors: Growing dragon fruit outdoors in your garden is a great way to add colour and 

personality to your garden. To prepare, remove weeds in the area as well as any rocks and make sure that the 

soil is slightly sandy and acidic. You can always add a bit of extra potting mix to the bed to help make it  

cacti-proof.  As your dragon fruit plant grows invest in a trellis or plant it near a fence something 

that it can climb on, just be wary they are heavy plants so it needs to be able to support the dragon 

fruit plants weight when it is bearing fruit too.  

How to harvest dragon fruit: You'll know that fruit is on its way when the plant begins to flower. 

Once fruit starts to appear, it will take around four weeks to ripen. You’ll know the fruit is ripe when 

the skin turns a vibrant shade of pink. Use a pair of sharp secateurs to cut the fruit off and store it in 

the fridge for up to two weeks. If you’re growing an uncommon variety like H. megalanthus, the 

fruit’s skin will turn yellow when ripe. Like strawberries, Pitaya doesn’t continue to ripen after  

harvest so make sure that it has fully ripened before picking. The fruit can last for around two weeks 

as long as you keep it inside a cold container with a temperature between 7 - 10 °C. 
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CALL 

Tiwai McRoberts 0418 594 981 

Stephanie Keeble 0418 951 500 

 

Reliable teams, quality shearing, competitive rates,  
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For most, seeing a malleefowl would be a case of 

sheer luck. 

Even the most keen twitchers spend years without 

catching a glimpse of the elusive ground-dwelling 

birds. 

But for Hyden farmers Stacey and Jim Lullfitz, it is 

an almost every day occurrence. 

They are one of eight landholders across the grain 

belt taking part in a five-year conservation project 

delivered by Wheatbelt NRM to protect the  

species — which is listed as vulnerable both  

nationally and at a State level — which calls their 

properties home. 

Historically, the chicken-like birds were  

widespread across the lower half of Australia, 

however their distribution today is far smaller due 

to the impacts of feral animals and habitat  

fragmentation. 

Much of those left live in pockets of bush on  

farmland throughout the Wheatbelt, Great  

Southern and Goldfields-Esperance regions. 

And while their timid nature and camouflage 

makes them hard to spot, their nests are hard to 

miss. 

During nesting season, the birds — which mate for 

life — build huge mounds up to 5m wide and 1.5m 

tall out of sand and leaf litter, in which they lay 

their eggs and tend daily to maintain a  

temperature of 33C. 

With five nests — three of which are active — on 

the Lullfitzs’ property, it is the most intensive of 

them all, with remote cameras positioned over 

them since November to document the nesting 

process. 

And just a few weeks ago, they achieved a major 

milestone — a chick hatching on camera. 

After scanning through more than 20,000 photos 

and videos since the cameras were deployed, it 

was a special moment for project delivery officer 

Alex Griffiths. 

Raised on a farm near Hyden, Mrs Lullfitz grew up 

seeing the birds. So when Ms Griffiths came  

knocking last year, she and her husband jumped at 

the chance to be involved. 

“I’ve known malleefowls my whole life, but when 

you see a project like this you think ‘ooh that’s  

interesting, let’s have a go at that’,” she said. 

“We see them all the time.” 

“At this time of year, we see them at sunset and 

they come out and graze in the paddocks — free 

food,” she laughed. 

The couple — whose property includes a bush 

block and neighbours a reserve — have  

undertaken fencing and feral animal control with 

funding from the community-based organisation, 

with Mrs Lullfitz set to undertake a 1080 course to 

be able to set baits. 

“When we first started, I downloaded an app and 

every time I saw a malleefowl I could hit the app 

and say whether it was alive, dead, where it was 

and what it was doing,” she said. “And you can 

pinpoint where you see them more often and 

from there that’s where we walked in the bush 

and found the mound.” 

It is not only Stacey and Jim involved in the  

project, but Jim’s parents Anne and David have 

played a big role in helping find the mounds. 

Since retiring from their farm, the duo have  

travelled around the State in their caravan  

conducting malleefowl surveys, with the pair  

currently parked up on their farm, with hopes of 

finding more mounds to monitor. 

Ms Griffiths said the work being done on-farm by 

landholders and the footage captured by the  

cameras was invaluable for malleefowl research. 

Wheatbelt farmers take part in conservation effort after  
finding rare malleefowl mounds on-farm  
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Living by the Six Seasons of the Noongar Aboriginal 

Calendar – Makuru 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Although mainstream education teaches the four seasons of Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter,  
Western Australia’s Noongar Aboriginal people lived by six seasons. These seasons clearly indicate change 
in weather. Aboriginal culture dates back tens of thousands of years and reveals an astounding 
knowledge and understanding of the environment. 
 
 Through this ancient wisdom, Noongar Aboriginal people (sometimes spelled Nyoongar or Nyungar) lived 
across the south west of Western Australia. Life was lived according to the six seasons, moving with the 
availability of various food sources, weather patterns and cultural habits. 
The six Noongar Aboriginal Seasons are: 
 

• Birak (December-January) 

• Bunuru (February-March) 

• Djeran (April-May) 

• Makuru (June-July) 

• Djilba (August-September) 

• Kambarang (October-November) 
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For all your domestic, rural and industrial electrical installations and repairs.  

Split system air conditioning installation and decommissioning. 

Large range of Australian brand LED floodlights, downlights, hibays and  

fluorescent replacements. 

Ditchwitch hire and cable location. 

With over thirty years experience in Lake Grace and surrounding areas  

contact Stubby or Reid anytime. 

 

Stubby 0429651092 or Reid 0429651069 

Makuru (June– July) 
 
Makuru sees strong winds, storms, and rain. It’s cold and wet. Communities generally moved away from 
the stormy coast and further inland for more sheltered locations. Travelling was limited and campfires 
formed the heart of communities, providing warmth and a place to gather for music and dreamtime  
storytelling. Food changed to inland sources such as larger grazing animals. Nothing was discarded as bones 
and sinew were used to make tools such as spears and hides were added to shelters or used as robes. 
Understanding the land and identifying the changing seasons has allowed Aboriginal people to live in  
harmony with their environment for tens of thousands of years. There was no need to change it. Instead it 
was respected, adapting to seasonal fluctuations throughout the year. The way of life was respectful to the 
land and animals and it showed a deep understanding of the natural environment.  
The night sky also played an important part in day to day life and worked hand in hand with the six seasons. 
The knowledge of star patterns and dark regions of the night sky represents a calendar that depicts special 
times of the year. The night sky plays a significant part in cultural beliefs and dreamtime stories.  
Artist, Rikki Garlett  
The beautiful image above was created by Rikki Garlett, a local Ballardong artist who grew up in Northam. 
Her ambition is to create traditional art, inspired by the stories of her culture shared to her as a child. She 
sees her art as a way to share knowledge and connect with the community. If you would like Rikki for other 
projects, please contact Wheatbelt NRM. 
Noongar Season Dateless Planner 
WA’s Wheatbelt NRM organisation, in conjunction with the Wheatbelt NRM Elders Advisory Group, has 
produced a wonderful yearly planner laid out with the Noongar six seasons. It’s a dateless planner and  
includes photographs and stories from all over the Wheatbelt along with art from local Ballardong artist 
Rikki Garlett. You’ll discover more about the six Noongar Aboriginal Seasons and the unique Wheatbelt  
environment. The planner is for sale from Wheatbelt NRM’s website. 
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POLICE NEWS 
LAKE GRACE POLICE STATION 

56 STUBBS  STREET, LAKE  GRACE.  6353 
Phone : 9890 2000  Fax : 9865 1429 

Email: lake.Grace.Police.Station@police.wa.gov.au 
Personnel: Sgt. Travis Taylor, SC Fiona Main 

STATION NEWS  
We had the great pleasure of helping out at the 
Lake Grace High School canteen last week. It also 
happened to be inaugural Nacho day which turned 
out to be the best seller on the day, well done to 
Jo Morgan and her team for running the canteen, 
we tried our best not to get in the way too much 
and have volunteered for more Canteen duties.  
Staying on the theme of food, we have also  
volunteered our services in helping out with Meals 
on Wheels, we are awaiting our roster and look 
forward to seeing you soon.  
 
CRIME 
There has been no crime reported in our area over 
the last two weeks which is good news for  
everyone, however Kondinin Police had a huge win 
this fortnight locking up two drug dealers from 
their neck of the woods, with assistance from  
ourselves, Kulin and Brookton police. The two  
suspects, a male and female who are local to the 
Kondinin area had been regular suppliers of  
amphetamine and cannabis to local users that also 
stretched to others in nearby towns unfortunately. 
The sale and supply of these drugs often spread 
misery to those families who have loved ones who 
use these illegal drugs, not to mention the mental 
health issues associated with their use. 
An operation was put in place with the suspects 
placed under surveillance both physically and  
electronically. Evidence was gathered by these 
means until a tactical vehicle stop was made on 
the suspects’ vehicle whilst returning from Perth 
to Kondinin after a drug buy. Both suspects were 
arrested without issue and a quantity of  
amphetamine was seized at that time. Both  
suspects were remanded in custody and conveyed 
straight to the Perth Watch house for processing. 
The male suspect just happened to be the same 
person that Lake Grace police had surgically  
removed from the road after a brief high-speed 
intercept that left his motorcycle half a metre 

shorter at its completion. Some people just never 
learn. 
 
We do rely to some extent on the community  
giving us information in relation to any incidents 
that we may or may not be aware of. One tool that 
has become increasingly utilised by Police as part 
of an investigation strategy is CCTV.  
Did you know that there is a State Government 
Website called “CAM-MAP” this website is hosted 
by the WA Police Force where members of the 
public can voluntarily register the location of  
Public Facing CCTV security cameras. The  
CAM-MAP register acts as a virtual map of CCTV 
locations and is an effective tool in investigating 
criminal activity and serious crime. This applies to 
businesses and homes.  
If you would like to register your CCTV location 
then please don’t hesitate to pop into the station 
or give us a call, alternatively you can scan the QR 
code provided.  

mailto:Lake.Grace.Police.Station@police.wa.gov.au
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TRAFFIC NEWS 
We are still waiting for our Traffic car to come back 
from its holiday, word is that we should be back in 
possession of for the next news article.   
Recently we conducted a mini action targeting 
speeding during the school speed zones, we also 
conducted alcohol and drug tests on the school 
bus drivers for Lake Grace and Newdegate, we are 
pleased to say that everyone passed with flying 
colours.  
 
COVID UPDATE 
At the time of writing Queensland had confirmed a 
case of Covid-19, travellers from or via Queensland 
who have been at an identified exposure site prior 
to arriving in WA will now be required to  
self-quarantine and notify WA Police. 
Additionally, NSW have also announced a number 
of exposure sites linked to the Queensland case, 
the same directions are in place for travellers from 
or via NSW who have been at an identified  
exposure site prior to arriving in WA, unless it all 
changes again, which not doubt it will. 
 
Have a good fortnight 
Regards 
Lake Grace Police.  

PAINTING 
Reg. # 4709  

 

Domestic, Commercial, Industrial, Town 

& Country. Clean, 

Precise and Quality 

work.  

 

Local references 

available. 

 

For FREE  

Quotation and 

Booking Call Mick  

 

0419 701 332  
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Call for action to protect paddocks and lives from impact of 
wind erosion 

Widespread dust storms across the northern  
agricultural region in recent weeks has provided a 
graphic reminder of the need to protect paddocks 
and people’s lives from the impact of wind erosion. 
Soil and Land Conservation Commissioner Cec 
McConnell said the top soil losses not only eroded 
landholders’ productivity and profitability but also 
posed a risk to public safety. 
 
“While the Mid West and northern Grainbelt has 
experienced some unusual weather events  
recently, strong wind events at this time of the year 
are not unusual,” she said. 
 
“This year has been particularly bad, with dust 
storms posing a hazard to those on the roads,  
reducing visibility to almost nothing, as well as  
posing a risk to people with asthma and other  
respiratory conditions. 
 
“These wind events are not going to go away so it is 
important for landholders in this region – and 
across the Grainbelt – to adopt strategies that  
mitigate the risk of wind erosion threatening future 
sustainability and people’s health and safety.” 
 
The Department of Primary Industries and Regional 
Development (DPIRD) recommends maintaining at 
least 50 per cent ground cover to minimise the  
impact of wind and water erosion. 
 
A department assessment of ground cover of the 
northern agricultural region found a third of the 
region had less than the recommended 50 per cent 
at the end of summer, leaving large areas  
vulnerable to strong autumn winds. 
 
Ms McConnell encouraged landholders to integrate 
land management strategies that maintain soil  
cover into their whole farm planning programs to 
protect topsoil from being blown away. 
 
“Now is the time to start planning strategies and 
investments to maintain ground cover over  
summer and into autumn, including harvesting 
measures to optimise crop residues and stubble 
management,” she said. 
 
“There are short and long term strategies that  

landholders can implement to maintain and  
increase ground cover and reduce erosion, like 
maintaining and sowing into stubbles and  
undertaking soil amelioration activities after it rains 
and the soil profile is wet. 
 
“We all want to build sustainable farming systems 
for future generations and maintaining topsoil and 
soil health is crucial to attaining long term  
productivity and profitability.” 
 
There is a range of wind erosion information and 
data available on the department’s website,  
including target ground cover recommendations 
and guidelines to minimise wind erosion. 
 
Ms McConnell said the risk of erosion was ever  
present and encouraged landholders to consider 
the influence of wind speeds in their day-to-day 
activities. 
 
“Just like wind speeds influence spray conditions, 
landholders must consider whether the wind speed 
is conducive to erosion, especially when cultivating 
or undertaking soil amelioration activities and 
whether it is practicable to proceed,” she said. 
 
“These actions and others will help to ensure wind 
events like those seen in recent weeks and years do 
not continue to result in soil erosion or pose a risk 
to future sustainability.” 

Wind erosion in a paddock in the northern agriculture re-

gion. The Soil and Land Conservation Commissioner has 

called on landholders to take action to reduce the risk of 

future incidents.  
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• Hydraulic Hose Crimping & Fittings 
• Qualified Machinist for Lathe & mill work including Hydraulic Cylinder repairs 

 
*General Steel Repairs & Fabrication 

*Stainless Steel Fabrication 
*Insurance Work 

*Aluminium Fabrication including boat repairs, boat trailers, canopies & toolboxes  
*Sandblasting & Spray Painting 

*Transport Equipment Fabrication & Repairs 
*New Agricultural Machinery (Seed/Super Bins , Augers & Comb Trailers etc) 

 
Ph: (08) 98 651 845  /  Fax: (08) 98 651 846 

Email: adminlge@bigpond.com 
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Half baked Harvest Gooey S'mores Skillet Brownie 

• 3/4 cup salted butter 

• 1 cup semi-sweet chocolate chips 

• 3/4 cups granulated sugar 

• 2 teaspoons vanilla extract 

• 2 teaspoons instant coffee granules 

• 3 large eggs, at room temperature 

• 1/3 cup all-purpose flour 

• 1/3 cup unsweetened cocoa powder 

• 3/4 teaspoon baking powder 

• 2-4 digestive biscuits, broken into 

pieces 

• 1 chocolate block, broken into pieces 

• 8-10 marshmallows 

METHOD 
1. Preheat the oven to 175* Lightly butter a 10-12 inch oven-safe skillet. 

2. In the microwave, melt together the butter and chocolate chips until melted and 

smooth. Stir in the sugar, vanilla, and instant coffee.  

3. In a small bowl whisk the eggs for 1 minute until bubbly on top. Stir the eggs into the 

chocolate mix. Add the flour, cocoa powder, and baking powder. Stir until just  

combined. 

4. Arrange 1/2 of the digestive biscuits and 1/2 of the chocolate pieces in the bottom of 

the prepared skillet. Spread 1/2 the brownie batter over the biscuits. Place the  

marshmallows and remaining chocolate on top. Now add the remaining biscuits. Top 

with the remaining batter, gently spreading. It's OK if the batter doesn't cover all of 

the marshmallow. Bake for 25-28 minutes or until the brownies are just set on top, 

but very jiggly in the centre. Remove from the oven, let cool 3-5 minutes. If you'd like 

to get your marshmallows extra toasted, you can switch the oven to grill and grill for 

thirty seconds or use a blow torch to toast the top. I love a burnt s'more. DIG in,  

preferably with a scoop of ice cream! 
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Puzzle Page 

Easy Medium 
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Contacts 
Services 

Emergency Services 000 

LG Police Department 9890 2000 

Hospital 9890 2222 

Poisons Info. 13 11 26 

Western Power 13 13 51 

Water Corp 13 13 75 

Directory Assistance 1223 

Justices of the Peace 

Mr Colin Connolly 9865 1010 

Mr Ron Dewson 9865 1224 

Mr Geoff Sabourne 9865 1171 

Mrs Amanda Milton 0429 654 011 

Mr Colin Dunkeld 98711 556 

Mr Ian Chamberlain 98716 001 

Mrs Rosy Sinclair  9874 7045 

Local Services 

Lake Grace Medical Centre 9865 1208 

Monday/Tuesday/Thursday/Friday 

9:00am - 12:30pm (closed for lunch 12:30pm - 2:00pm) 2:00pm - 5:00pm 

Newdegate Medical Centre 9871 1528 

Wednesday, 9:30am - 3:30pm 

Dentist (Dr Bryan Flemming) 9865 1028 

Tuesdays weekly during summer. Tuesdays/Wednesdays fortnightly during winter  

Physiotherapist (Karen Rodgers-Smart) 0439 858 587 

Child Health Nurse (Di Poultney) 9890 2246 

Newdegate Phone Books available at the CRC for $7 

Contacts 

Lake Grace Shire Councillors 

Councillor Telephone Email 

Len Armstrong (President) 0429 843 785 crarmstrong@lakegrace.wa.gov.au  

Ross Chappell (Deputy) 0428 654 058 crchappell@lakegrace.wa.gov.au  

Shane Carruthers 0408 369 432 crcarruths@lakegrace.wa.gov.au 

Debrah Clarke 0428 654 041 crclarke@lakegrace.wa.gov.au  

Benjamin Hyde 0428 752 042 crhyde@lakegrace.wa.gov.au 

Roz Lloyd 0428 711 534 crlloyd@lakegrace.wa.gov.au  

Allan Marshall 0427 943 291 crmarshall@lakegrace.wa.gov.au  

Peter Stoffberg  0447 281 181 crstoffberg@lakegrace.wa.gov.au 

mailto:crarmstrong@lakegrace.wa.gov.au
mailto:crclarke@lakegrace.wa.gov.au
mailto:crlloyd@lakegrace.wa.gov.au
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Community Calendar 
June 

 
Tue 15th  World Elder Abuse Awareness Day 
Wed 16th  Seafood Van—3pm– 4pm @ Nutrien  
Sat 19th   Newdegate Winter Sports  Lake Grace/Pingrup vs Newdegate  
Mon 21st  Winter Solstice Day 
Tue 22nd  Mums & Bubs Walk  - 10am @ NCRC 
Tue 22nd   National Recovery and Resilience Agency Talk 3pm-6.30pm @Newdegate Pavilion 
Wed 23rd  Shire of Lake Grace council meeting  
Thu 24th   Cuppa with a Coppa 
Sat 26th  Newdegate Winter Sports—Newdegate Bye 
 

July 

 
Fri 2nd  School Holidays 
Sat3rd  Winter Sports Newdegate v Jerramungup  
Tue 13th   Book Club 2 @6:30 
Wed 14th   Seafood Van –3pm –4pm @ Nutrien 
Sat 17th  Winter Sports—Newdegate vs Lake Grace/Pingrup 
Fri 23rd  Blue Tree Project—12:30pm @ Waddell Road in front of Tennis Club 
Sat 24th  Winter Sports—Boxwood Hill v Newdegate 
Tues 27th   Dr Linda Haines in Lake Grace  
Wed 28th  Shire of Lake Grace Council meeting. 
Sat 31st   Winter Sports—Newdegate v Gnowangerup  
 
 
 
 
 

Newdegate Defibrillator Locations 

 
 Newdegate Ambulance Shed 

May Street 

 Newdegate Grocer & Café  
7 Maley Street 

 Newdegate Hotel 
1 Maley Street 

 Newdegate Rec Centre 

Waddell Street 

 Newdegate Country Club 
Newdegate/Pingrup Road 

 Newdegate Swimming Pool 
Mitchell Street 

 Newdegate Tennis Club 
Waddell Street 


